
SAMAI Gold
Known for its abundance of natural resources, Cambodia has an abundance of top-quality
sugarcane; ideal for producing the thick caramel molasses that forms the basis of all our Samai
rums. However, no one has explored these possibilities. Taking the Latin traditions of rum
production to their Asian roots, our founders and team began their mission to create
Cambodia's first distillery and premium rum brand from scratch.

The first rum in the collection, Samai Gold Rum is complex and full of character, presenting a
flavor profile that reflects the uniqueness of the Cambodian terroir. This award-winning rum has
become a reference for all rum lovers around the world. Mixed with a drop of local organic
honey, Samai Gold Rum reveals the intensity of Cambodian molasses, making it a class of its
own.
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SAMAI Kampot
Known for its abundance of natural resources, Cambodia has an abundance of top-quality
sugarcane; ideal for producing the thick caramel molasses that forms the basis of all our Samai
rums. However, no one has explored these possibilities. Taking the Latin traditions of rum
production to their Asian roots, our founders and team began their mission to create
Cambodia's first distillery and premium rum brand from scratch.

The first of its kind, Samai Kampot Pepper Rum is very surprising and delightful. Specially crafted
from a blend of aromatic Kampot red bell pepper combined with carefully selected aged rum,
Samai Kampot Pepper Rum has its own flavor profile. Fresh, with lovely sweet and fruity notes,
the delicious red Kampot pepper adds just the right kick to this remarkable rum. An authentic
taste of Cambodia to be enjoyed neat or in unique cocktails.
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